Abstract

Standardized patients have been utilized for nearly 40 years in teaching medical curricula. Since the introduction of this teaching methodology in the early 1960s, the use of standardized patients has steadily gained acceptance and is now incorporated into medical education across the country. This “standardization” was useful for teaching and evaluating medical students and residents. However, as this modality expanded beyond medical schools to include seasoned physicians, the limitations of “one-size-fits-all” clinical scenarios became apparent. In teaching clinician-patient communication (CPC) courses to practicing physicians, we have discovered that flexibility and improvisation on the part of the actor enhances the educational experience. The term “care actor” more accurately describes this role than standardized patient. The care actors in our CPC courses have become integral contributors to the education process, serving not only as simulated patients but also as coaches and collaborators. This article outlines the history of standardized patients in medical education and presents a three-part framework for effectively using care actors to teach clinician-patient communication: setting the stage, skill practice, and providing feedback.

Introduction

Standardized patients have been used effectively to teach communication and physical examination skills to medical students, residents, and practicing physicians for nearly four decades. This modality has become one of the most pervasive and highly touted of the newer teaching methodologies in medical education. Originally, patients presented their own medical problems. Eventually, actors were trained to simulate problems with a pre-defined set of historical, emotional, and physical criteria. Usually, these encounters would occur within the confines of a structured teaching or evaluation process. Although a scripted and standardized patient scenario often worked well for students or residents early in their training, more experienced physicians seemed to learn better in situations that allowed increased flexibility and customization. The advancement of the role of the standardized patient to that of a “care actor” for teaching clinician-patient communication skills has been a marked improvement. The care actor takes on a more active and collaborative teaching role. The physician presents the care actor with a realistic clinical scenario based on a clearly stated communication goal. The physician and coach also set the level of emotion and affect for the care actor (eg, “really angry,” “slightly scared,” “moderately frustrated,” “somewhat withdrawn”). The care actor then portrays the case in a manner geared toward the stated learning objective.

The Standardized Patient

Howard S Barrows first began to use “programmed patients” while teaching third-year neurology clerks at the University of Southern California (USC) in 1963 and published his early experiences a year later. Although today he is often referred to as the “father” of the standardized patient, Barrows was, at the time, maligned by some medical educators, who were skeptical of the practice. After learning of Barrows’ innovation, the LA Herald Examiner ran a headline exclaiming that “Hollywood Invades USC Medical School,” and the San Francisco Chronicle reported that scantily clad models were “making life a little
more interesting for the USC medical students. These reports made widespread acceptance of this teaching methodology all the more difficult in the beginning.

By definition, a standardized patient faithfully reproduces a scripted clinical scenario, often with predetermined learning objectives in mind. The objective is to have the actor play the role with as little variability as possible. Standardized patients are particularly useful in teaching medical students, who lack clinical experience to formulate realistic scenarios on their own. With standardized patients, an instructor scripts the “case” in advance with learning objectives in mind. A weakness of this modality is that the standardized patient may have a hidden agenda that can thwart the physician/learner's primary focus.

Standardized patients have been incorporated successfully in many medical schools, including the University of Colorado and the University of Hawaii. Studies have shown a high level of acceptance and have concluded that they are helpful for instruction. Medical students and residents, as well as practicing physicians, reportedly have difficulty differentiating between standardized and “real” patients. Our own experience mirrors those of other institutes in that the use of the standardized patient is popular and effective.

The Care Actor

In recent communication skills courses incorporating the Four Habits model, it has been useful to collaborate with actors to focus on physicians' self-determined learning goals. This methodology, adopted in part from the “Communication Skills Intensive” program co-developed by Terry Stein, MD, of The Permanente Medical Group in Northern California and the Bayer Institute for Healthcare Communication, has proved highly effective. The skill practice sessions are learner-focused: The physician chooses a communication skill to practice and then creates a relevant clinical scenario in partnership with a coach and a care actor. The care actor is given direction by the physician regarding the clinical setting, presentation, emotion, affect, and degree of difficulty. Because there are clearly identified goals and objectives in mind, a successful practice session can be readily achieved.

In addition, the opportunity exists for the coach or learner to “stop, rewind, and try again” if desired.

Pitfalls

In our experience, the use of care actors has been overwhelmingly positive. Surveys completed by physicians attending our courses have uniformly praised the skills and teaching ability of our care actors. However, there are potential downsides to this methodology: First, there are no randomized, controlled trials proving the effectiveness of standardized patients in teaching clinical or communication skills. Although CPC appears to improve, there is no scientific proof per se. Second, the success of this methodology depends, in part, on the commitment and skill level of the actors. We are fortunate to have a highly dedicated group of actors who meet with us regularly to discuss and clarify their roles and to enhance their coaching and feedback skills. Our care actors spend many hours in specialized training and practice in portraying various disease states and in improvising clinical scenarios. Finally, actors' salaries are not insignificant. Although we budget accordingly, the financial commitment should not be overlooked.

A Model For Skill Practice

We have found that a three-stage model facilitates teaching of CPC with care actors: setting the stage, skill practice, and providing feedback. This model increases the success of the learning session and reduces unhelpful and distracting variability.

I. Setting the Stage

Thoughtful planning in the beginning can reduce later problems. The
The key to a successful communication skill practice session is proper set-up. Setting the stage includes the following:

1. Assure confidentiality and trust.
2. Assist the physician/learner in selecting a communication skill he or she wishes to practice; for example, planning the visit or demonstrating empathy.12
3. Assist the physician/learner and care actor in developing a case relevant to the physician’s specialty. The scenario should be straightforward and not an exact reconstruction of “the worst case imaginable!” It is important to remember that the practice session should focus on a small portion of a clinical interview, not an entire history and physical examination.
4. Check to see that the care actor understands the clinical scenario as well as the emotion, affect, and communication goal. It is also useful to assign other group participants specific observation tasks. For example, one observer might watch for body language and nonverbal communication. Another observer might write the first five words of each sentence the practicing physician says, thus allowing him/her to identify repetitive words (ie, “uh-huh,” “okay”) or closed-ended sentences.

II. Skill Practice
The coach restates the communication goal at the beginning of the practice session for clarity (eg, “Bill, you said you’d like to try a statement of empathy with this patient that you’ve outlined for us. Specifically, you want to identify and acknowledge the patient’s emotion, pause briefly, and then proceed with the interview. At that point, we’ll know that you’ve been successful. Okay? Let’s begin …”). The scenario begins with the care actor portraying the role and the physician embarking on the interview. It is in the nature of many clinicians to start down the “biomedical pathway.” If the physician starts asking a series of closed-ended or biomedical questions, (eg, “Have you had a fever?” or “Is the pain throbbing or stabbing?”), it may be worthwhile to interrupt and to redirect back to the stated communication goal. Once that goal is achieved, the session may be ended.

III. Providing Feedback
The practicing physician self-evaluates first. The communication goal should frame this. (“So, Bill, recalling that your goal was to try a statement of empathy with this patient, how do you think it went?”) Then the care actor gives feedback also framed in terms of the goal. (“Mrs Smith, how did it feel when Dr Jones used empathy to demonstrate understanding and concern?”)

The care actor will then provide feedback from the patient’s perspective. After surveying the group for specific feedback, the coach summarizes and provides his/her own comments.

Conclusion
In teaching CPC to practicing physicians, the more-flexible care actor concept is preferable to the less-flexible standardized patient. Given the experience of most physicians, as well as their diverse specialties, learning and enhancing communication skills seems to work best when they are allowed to customize the scenario to create relevant learning situations. Care actors, trained in improvisation, facilitate the exercise by portraying patients similar to those seen routinely by these physicians. Focusing on setting the stage, the practice session, and providing feedback helps assure a successful educational experience.

---

**Standardized Patient**
- Actor portrays a standard and scripted role
- Preplanned with little variation
- Case usually written by instructor ahead of time
- Education objectives are instructor-generated: “I want you to learn …”
- Good for students and early learners with little practical experience
- Useful for evaluation and testing purposes
- Case scenario may involve “hidden agenda” to uncover

**Care Actor**
- Flexibility and improvisation on part of the actor
- Actor partners with learner to create a realistic and relevant scenario
- Increased learner input into the exercise (creating the case, choosing communication goal)
- Education objectives are physician/learner generated: “I’d like to try …”
- Actor has collaborative role in facilitation, feedback, and education
- Flexibility and customization good for seasoned physicians of varied specialties
- Transparent case scenario with no hidden agendas
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The Meaning of Life

Each man must look to himself to teach him the meaning of life.
It is not something discovered; it is something molded.
—Antoine de Saint Exupéry, 1900-1940, French poet, pilot, and author